Travel Risk Intelligence
Knowing where your people are is important and providing them
with accurate and actionable travel risk information is critical. Riskline
is a trusted global leader in Travel Risk Intelligence and their services
are available fully integrated through our web and mobile
applications.

Global coverage with information from
thousands of sources

Granular detail with every item verified
and assigned an appropriate risk level

Fully integrated with our Rules Engine for
immediate and automatic distribution

City Level information available giving
specific insight on a particular area

Offered through a range of commercial
models to match your customers’
requirements

Pre-Travel Advisories covering the key
information every traveller needs before
visiting a country

Coverage on global events from
disruption to travel, to major natural
disasters

Visualised through our apps and driven
by our Rules Engine to keep your people
safe and informed

Informed decisions for longer-term
events, such as global pandemics, with
Travel Advisories

Integrate
Riskline into
your solution
today...

GLOBAL RISK DATA YOU CAN TRUST
Riskline is a market leader in Travel Risk Assessment data. Riskline monitors tens of thousands of
sources, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to ensure you and your people are informed and aware of
events and worldwide crises before, during and after travel. Riskline alerts contains essential
intelligence, practical advice and precise geographic data about risks to traveller safety or impacts on
travel plans.

EVENT INTELLIGENCE WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST
Riskline has developed an internationally recognised methodology for communicating and assessing
risk based on RiskLevels™. Seamless integration with our powerful GAP Rules Engine ensures
emerging events can be delivered to your people in real-time, with complete visibility, and without the
need for user intervention. Riskline tracks potential threats as they develop and keeps you informed
before it's too late.

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
Keeping informed on events around the world is an enormous task. Riskline provides insightful PreTravel Advisories that give your people detailed risk assessments of ongoing security situations and
travel issues. Riskline also publishes reports for high-risk geographic areas, political and security
crises, persisting travel disruptions and major upcoming events.

Join us on our journey to connect the world with our platform…
Do you want to become GAP
Certified? Do you want to rebrand
and resell our applications and
packaged solutions? Then you could
be a GAP Champion -get in touch to
find out more...

Do you want to use GAP to build
new applications or solutions? Do you
want to work with us to develop
ground-breaking technology? Right
this way -you’re a GAP Innovator...

novasystems.com
products@novasystems.com

